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indicated through the records of the universitas or municipal government of Malta.
Corsairing was a legalized form of piracy, undertaken with the official or implicit sanction of the authorities in return for a share of the spoils. At the same time, it was also an important aspect of naval warfare in the Mediterranean, and the Aragonese rulers were particularly adept in the use of the guerra di corso to promote their political interests.
3 A substantial part of the Aragonese fleet during military campaigns was made up of privately owned vessels belonging to Catalan, Castilian, and Valencian galley-captains. 4 When not in the direct service of the king, these individuals were permitted to act as armatori or organizers of the corso, attacking ships and merchandise belonging to the crown's enemies and launching swift raids into enemy territory, known as razzias, to destroy crops and animals, and take the inhabitants captive as slaves. Their actions could be directed towards a number of goals, including that of wearing down an adversary, hindering maritime trade or of obtaining concessions or commercial treaties. In other instances, these galley-captains-cum-corsairs were assigned to defend territories, which the Aragonese rulers lacked the financial and material resources to protect, especially small, relatively isolated islands, such as Malta and Pantelleria, and exposed coastal towns, such as Augusta and Sciacca in Sicily.
5 It was in the context of this policy that a small military aristocracy established itself on Malta during the fifteenth century and rapidly assumed a prominent role in local political and economic affairs.
The military campaigns undertaken by Alfonso V during his long reign as king of Aragon, Naples and Sicily drew Malta and Gozo into the war at sea and the guerra di corso. The islands served as staging points for attacks by corsairs and the royal fleet against the Hafsid rulers of Tunis, which in turn exposed them to destructive counter-incursions 
